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This is the most rigorous, comprehensive treatment of race differences ever published. Philosopher Michael
Levin's classic work first appeared in 1997 but quickly went out of print. Used copies sold for as much as
$500.00. New Century Foundation has now published a completely reset, corrected edition, with a foreword
by Jared Taylor. Anyone with an interest in race and the courage to follow the scientific data wherever they
lead will find a goldmine of information, analysis, and wisdom in this classic treatment of one of the most
profoundly important—and taboo—subjects of our time. Experts in the field have lavished praise on Why
Race Matters: Professor Michael Levin's analytical tour de force, remarkably engrossing, often exciting,
differs uniquely from other books dealing with racial differences. Levin views the various complex
arguments regarding the reality and nature of race and race differences, not from any of the typical
specialized viewpoints of anthropology, education, evolution, genetics, psychology, or sociology, or from
any social or political ideology, but from the sweeping vantage point of the philosophy of science, his
specialty as a well-recognized professor of philosophy. Levin's impressive technical mastery of the vast
empirical subject matter is evinced in his book's amazingly broad and detailed scope and analytical depth.
But what I consider the most valuable and exciting feature of Levin's treatment of every facet of the race
issue is the consistent critical stance his incisive intellect brings to every aspect, based entirely on his keen
understanding of the philosophy of science. It is definitely a "must read" for all serious students of this
subject. — Arthur R. Jensen, U.C. Berkeley Philosopher Michael Levin has delivered one of the most
authoritative and incisive treatises ever written on the importance of race. Why Race Matters is must reading
for anyone interested in race, IQ, crime, welfare, affirmative action, and multiculturalism. Levin analyzes
statistics, psychological test scores, and behavioral genetics data, brilliantly illuminating the logical pitfalls
in so much of what is written about race. His powerful logic digs deep and his courageous inferences vault
forward. With panache and occasional humor, Levin seems to be always on target. — J. Philippe Rushton,
University of Western Ontario Why Race Matters does everything the title promises—it removes all illusions
about the insignificance of race, and explains what racial differences mean for a multiracial society. It is a
thorough, overwhelmingly convincing treatment of America's most serious and least understood problem. —
Jared Taylor, Editor, American Renaissance About the author
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From reader reviews:

Hilary Williams:

Reading a guide can be one of a lot of exercise that everyone in the world adores. Do you like reading book
and so. There are a lot of reasons why people like it. First reading a reserve will give you a lot of new details.
When you read a e-book you will get new information simply because book is one of many ways to share the
information or even their idea. Second, examining a book will make anyone more imaginative. When you
studying a book especially tale fantasy book the author will bring you to imagine the story how the
characters do it anything. Third, it is possible to share your knowledge to other folks. When you read this
Why Race Matters, you may tells your family, friends along with soon about yours guide. Your knowledge
can inspire different ones, make them reading a book.

Roger Thomas:

The book untitled Why Race Matters contain a lot of information on that. The writer explains her idea with
easy approach. The language is very straightforward all the people, so do not worry, you can easy to read it.
The book was compiled by famous author. The author gives you in the new period of time of literary works.
It is easy to read this book because you can read on your smart phone, or device, so you can read the book
inside anywhere and anytime. In a situation you wish to purchase the e-book, you can open up their official
web-site along with order it. Have a nice learn.

Susan Frame:

Beside this kind of Why Race Matters in your phone, it may give you a way to get nearer to the new
knowledge or details. The information and the knowledge you may got here is fresh from the oven so don't
end up being worry if you feel like an outdated people live in narrow community. It is good thing to have
Why Race Matters because this book offers to you readable information. Do you at times have book but you
would not get what it's all about. Oh come on, that would not happen if you have this inside your hand. The
Enjoyable option here cannot be questionable, such as treasuring beautiful island. Use you still want to miss
this? Find this book as well as read it from currently!

Jessica Bowman:

As we know that book is vital thing to add our expertise for everything. By a guide we can know everything
you want. A book is a list of written, printed, illustrated or even blank sheet. Every year had been exactly
added. This reserve Why Race Matters was filled regarding science. Spend your spare time to add your
knowledge about your scientific disciplines competence. Some people has several feel when they reading
any book. If you know how big good thing about a book, you can sense enjoy to read a publication. In the
modern era like now, many ways to get book that you simply wanted.
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